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a b s t r a c t 

This study explores Density Wave Oscillation (DWO) and Parallel Channel Instability (PCI) in a micro- 

channel heat sink containing 38 parallel channels having a hydraulic diameter of 316 μm. Experiments 

are executed using FC-72 as working fluid with mass velocities from 171.2 to 1124 kg/m 

2 s and a fairly 

constant inlet subcooling of ~15 °C. The flow instabilities are reflected in pressure fluctuations detected 

mostly in the heat sink’s upstream plenum. Both inlet pressure and pressure drop signals are analyzed in 

pursuit of amplitude and frequency characteristics for different mass velocities and over a range of heat 

fluxes. The analysis is complemented by detailed visualization of interfacial features along the parallel 

channels using high-speed video. Appreciable confinement of bubbles in individual channels is shown 

to promote rapid axial bubble growth. The study shows significant variations in the amount of vapor 

generated and dominant flow patterns among channels, a clear manifestation of PCI, especially for low 

mass velocities and high heat fluxes. It is also shown effects of the heat sink’s instabilities are felt in other 

components of the flow loop. The parametric trends for PCI are investigated with the aid of three different 

types of stability maps which show different abilities at demarcating stable and unstable operation. 

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. High-flux two-phase cooling schemes 

Developments in many cutting-edge technologies, especially 

uring the past twenty years, have resulted in unprecedented 

ncreases in the amount of heat dissipation required to ensure 

afe operation of primary system components. Those developments 

ave rendered obsolete the original arsenal of cooling schemes, 

ncluding the combination of air cooling and surface enhance- 

ent, and a variety of single-phase liquid cooling techniques. With 

he advent of both ‘high-flux’ and ‘ultra-high-flux’ devices, with 

eat dissipation rates well over 100 W/cm 

2 (and some over 10 0 0 

/cm 

2 ), a fundamental shift to two-phase cooling became in- 

vitable [1] . Unlike single-phase liquid cooling technologies, which 

issipate the heat entirely by raising the coolant’s sensible heat, 

wo-phase systems take advantage mostly of the coolant’s latent 

eat in addition to the sensible heat; this allows orders of magni- 

ude improvements in heat transfer coefficient. 

With two-phase cooling possible in a variety of configurations, 

he next step was to choose those most suitable for high flux 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: mudawar@ecn.purdue.edu (I. Mudawar). 
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ituations. This has been a continuing focus for numerous stud- 

es at the Purdue University Boiling and Two-phase Flow Labora- 

ory (PU-BTPFL) dating back to 1984. Some of the most basic and 

omparatively low-cost two-phase cooling schemes, such as capil- 

ary (heat pipes, loop heat pipes, and capillary pumped loops) [2] , 

ool boiling [ 3 , 4 ], and falling-film [ 5 , 6 ] did provide added cooling

enefits, albeit below the heat dissipation requirements of current 

ery high flux devices. Macro-channel cooling [7-9] gradually lost 

avor among cooling system designers because of comparatively 

eak performance. Mudawar [10] addressed the issue of identi- 

ying the most effective schemes specifically tailored to cooling 

ery high flux devices. He showed the best overall two-phase cool- 

ng options are micro-channel heat sinks, jet impingement cool- 

ng, and spray cooling; each provides fundamental operational ad- 

antages but also some disadvantages. For example, micro-channel 

eat sinks provide the advantages of high flux dissipation, small 

ow rate requirements, and compatibility with small mass and vol- 

me requirements of present-day high performance electronic and 

ower devices and systems. But they also pose several challenges, 

ncluding potentially high temperature gradient along the direc- 

ion of fluid flow, high pressure drop, and susceptibility to various 

orms of flow instability. Jet impingement is known for ability to 

ackle very high heat fluxes, especially within the vicinity of the 

mpingement zone, as well as operate with a rather small pressure 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2021.120980
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/hmt
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2021.120980&domain=pdf
mailto:mudawar@ecn.purdue.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2021.120980
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Nomenclature 

A cross-sectional area; amplitude of pressure oscilla- 

tion 

Bd Bond number 

Bo Boiling number 

c p specific heat at constant pressure 

Co confinement number 

D h hydraulic diameter 

f frequency 

F force 

G mass velocity 

g gravitational acceleration 

H ch larger dimension of channel’s cross section 

h enthalpy 

h fg latent heat of vaporization 

K inlet throttling coefficient 

L channel length 

˙ m total mass flow rate of heat sink 

N pch Phase change number 

N sub Subcooling number 

P pressure 

Pwr power input to preheater 

Q total heat input to heat sink 

q" heat flux 

R Instability parameter 

Re Reynolds number 

T temperature 

t time 

v specific volume 

W width of heated top surface of copper block 

W ch smaller dimension of channel’s cross section 

x e thermodynamic equilibrium quality 

z axial coordinate along the flow direction 

Greek symbols 

ρ density 

σ surface tension 

Subscripts 

avg average 

back due to backward evaporation momentum 

f liquid phase 

fo liquid-only 

forward due to forward liquid inertia 

g vapor phase 

in inlet; micro-channel inlet; inlet plenum 

out outlet; micro-channel outlet; outlet plenum 

P pressure 

PH preheater 

sat saturation 

sub subcooling 

 11 , 12 ]. But it also poses several disadvantages, including very high

ow rate requirements, relatively large surface temperature gradi- 

nts (those can be reduced by use of multiple jets), and poten- 

ial for flow instabilities in spent fluid between multiple jets. One 

mportant technique for capitalizing on the merits of both micro- 

hannel heat sinks and jet impingement while eliminating their 

ey disadvantages is ‘hybrid micro-channel/jet impingement cool- 

ng’ [13] , where, instead of supplying the micro-channel coolant in 

 unidirectional manner, it is jet deposited into individual micro- 

hannels or mini-channels in a gradual manner. Spray cooling has 

he important merit of fairly uniform cooling over a relatively large 

urface area [14] . Its disadvantages include high pressure (required 
2 
o achieve droplet breakup downstream of the spray nozzle) and 

arge nozzle-to-surface distance; the latter can greatly increase vol- 

me of cooling hardware. Spray cooling systems are also far more 

omplicated to design and predict because of dependence of cool- 

ng performance on an unusually large number of parameters ( e.g., 

ow rate, nozzle pressure drop, cone angle, mean droplet size, 

roplet trajectories, nozzle-to-surface distance, flow rate distribu- 

ion across the surface, and surface shape and size). 

.2. Two-phase micro-channel heat sinks 

Today, two-phase micro-channel heat sinks are arguably the 

ost popular scheme for high flux thermal management of elec- 

ronic and power devices. They are found in a broad range of ap- 

lications, including turbine blades, fusion reactor blankets, rocket 

ngines, avionics, hybrid vehicle power electronics, hydrogen stor- 

ge, refrigeration cooling, and space vehicles. Their popularity has 

purred a vast body of literature addressing mostly prediction of 

heir transport characteristics. The majority of two-phase pressure 

rop investigations are based on use of the Homogeneous Equi- 

ibrium Model (HEM) with a variety of mixture viscosity mod- 

ls ( e.g., [15-18] ), or semi-empirical slip-flow formulations ( e.g., 

 19 , 20 ]). However, semi-empirical correlations are the more popu- 

ar of the two, evidenced by the large number of articles opting for 

uch formulation ( e.g., [21-28] ). As to the heat transfer characteris- 

ics, predictive methods have been mostly empirical ( e.g., [29-33] ). 

verall, very few studies involved theoretical treatments of pres- 

ure drop ( e.g., [34] ) or heat transfer (e.g., [ 35 , 36 ]). 

.3. Two-phase flow instabilities in parallel micro-channels 

The majority of studies on two-phase micro-channel heat sinks 

as been focused on providing raw data as well as data trends 

or flow regime development, pressure drop, heat transfer coeffi- 

ient, and critical heat flux (CHF). Lee et al . [37] provided a de- 

ailed account of the evolution of both dominant flow patterns and 

orresponding heat transfer regimes, made possible by employing 

wo fairly long (152.4- and 609.6-mm) micro-channel heat sinks. 

hey reported flow boiling pattern evolved axially from single- 

hase liquid, followed by low quality bubbly and slug, and cul- 

inated downstream in high quality annular. In the low-quality 

egions, the heat transfer coefficient was highest upstream, be- 

ause of strong influence of bubble nucleation, but decreased grad- 

ally as quality increased along the channel. At times, ‘intermit- 

ent dryout’ occurred in the slug flow region, where vapor coales- 

ence was observed to locally block liquid contact with the chan- 

el walls and decrease the heat transfer coefficient. In the annular 

egion, heat transfer was dominated by film evaporation, wherein 

lm thickness decreased monotonically in the axial direction un- 

il more ‘persistent dryout’ caused a sharp reduction in the heat 

ransfer coefficient and rise in wall temperature. Interestingly, this 

ryout pattern did not always amount to CHF since deposition of 

iquid droplets entrained in the vapor core could still provide mild 

ooling. It is important to note that these flow pattern develop- 

ents were not consistent among all parallel channels, as differ- 

nt channels where observed to sometimes exhibit different inter- 

acial behavior, including backflow, clear examples of susceptibility 

f micro-channel heat sinks to flow instabilities. 

In his review article, Mudawar [38] provided a comprehensive 

iscussion of the various limitations of two-phase micro-channel 

eat sinks. Key among those are (i) combined effects of compress- 

bility, flashing and choking, and (ii) flow instabilities, and (iii) CHF. 

hese limitations are mostly results of small hydraulic diameter 

nd/or use of parallel channels. 

A micro-channel is generally characterized as having a hydraulic 

iameter of the same order of magnitude as Capillary Length or 
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maller. Ong and Thome [39] proposed a flow channel be clas- 

ified as micro-channel where the Confinement Number, Co , is 

reater than unity. This amounts to bubbles growing to the size 

f the channel’s cross-sectional area suppressing any further non- 

xial growth. He et al . [40] described three stages of single bubble 

rowth in a micro-channel. They begin with ‘free growth’ , where 

he bubble grows spherically, unconstrained by the channel walls. 

Partially confined growth’ then begins once the bubble touches 

ne of the walls. Thereafter, ‘fully confined growth’ occurs when 

he bubble completely occupies the channel’s cross section and is 

ble to expand only in the axial direction. During the fully con- 

ned growth stage, the bubble can expand toward the inlet (espe- 

ially for low mass velocity and high heat flux conditions), which 

ecreases the flow rate of incoming liquid. This, in turn, increases 

ressure drop, mostly because of the increasing void fraction, pro- 

oting further bubble expansion toward the inlet and additional 

ise in inlet pressure. The inlet pressure continues to rise until it 

s able to overcome upstream expansion of the bubble, at which 

oint the bubble is flushed downstream. Thereafter, liquid is able 

o enter the channel anew, initiating a new cycle of bubble growth. 

his entire process is a manifestation of Density Wave Oscilla- 

ion (DWO), which is comprised of cyclical passage of high-density 

uid (mostly liquid) and low-density fluid (mostly vapor) along the 

hannel. As indicated in [41] , DWO can occasionally trigger large 

uctuations in pressure, wall temperature, and mass velocity. 

In one of the earliest studies addressing two-phase flow in- 

tabilities in micro-channel heat sinks, Qu and Mudawar [34] re- 

orted observing two types of instability in a water-cooled heat 

ink containing 21 parallel 231x713- μm channels. The first and 

ore severe of the two was Pressure Drop Oscillation (PDO), at- 

ributed to interactions between vapor generated in the channels 

nd compressible volume in the flow loop. This type of instabil- 

ty took the form of high amplitude, low frequency oscillations in 

oth inlet and outlet pressures. However, Qu and Mudawar showed 

his instability could be suppressed simply by throttling the flow 

ith the aid of a control valve situated upstream of the heat sink. 

he second type of instability was a comparatively mild Parallel 

hannel Instability (PCI), caused by DWO in individual channels in- 

eracting through shared plenums. The PCI fluctuations were ran- 

om and with lower amplitude and higher frequency than those of 

DO; they also affected the inlet but not outlet pressure. 

Numerous other studies were subsequently conducted to fur- 

her explore the causes and effects of PCI. Most relied on high- 

peed video capture of interfacial behavior coupled with transient 

easurements of key coupled parameters, including pressure, tem- 

erature, and mass velocity [42-53] . Common trends among the 

ifferent studies provide useful information for PCI characteriza- 

ion. For example, the onset of instability, as well as amplitude 

nd frequency of oscillations, showed unmistakable dependence on 

ass velocity, inlet subcooling, channel dimensions, and heat flux. 

u and Cheng [42] reported temperature and pressure oscillations 

ere essentially in phase, while those of pressure and mass veloc- 

ty out of phase. Lee et al . [53] suggested vapor expansion, includ- 

ng vapor back flow into the inlet plenum, is a primary underlying 

ause for PCI. 

Vapor backflow and the fluctuations in pressure, temperature 

nd mass velocity have also been reported as causes for cyclic 

ransitions in two-phase flow patterns. For example, Bogojevic 

t al . [52] observed alternation between liquid, vapor, and two- 

hase flows, and a strong correlation between temperature os- 

illations and multiphase oscillation frequencies. Cheng and co- 

orkers [ 43 , 46 ] reported two instability modes, liquid/two-phase 

ow and liquid/two-phase/vapor flow, attributing the alternation 

f flow patterns to coupled oscillations of pressure and mass veloc- 

ty. Lee et al . [52] observed cycles of ‘liquid abundant’ and ‘liquid 

eficient’ periods, which were dominated by nucleate boiling and 
3 
lm evaporation, respectively. They also experienced temperature 

uctuations, which were caused by variations in local heat transfer 

oefficient corresponding to the flow regime present. 

.4. PCI mitigation methods 

As discussed earlier, PDO can be suppressed by throttling the 

ow upstream of the heat sink. However, throttling is not equally 

ffective at suppressing PCI. Though pressure oscillations associ- 

ted with PCI are mild compared to those with PDO, they can 

mplify under specific operating conditions, and even induce pre- 

ature CHF. To fully realize the benefits of incorporating two- 

hase micro-channel heat sinks in modern high flux applications, 

esearchers have explored different methods to mitigate PCI, the 

implest being reliance on stability maps demarcating stable from 

nstable operating conditions. Examples include works by Wang 

t al . [48] and Bogoveic et al . [50] . Both studies yielded stabil-

ty maps presented in the form of heat flux versus mass velocity, 

ith the transition boundary between stable and unstable condi- 

ions governed by heat flux per mass velocity. Wang et al. [49] pre- 

ented another type of stability map comprised of heat flux versus 

xit quality in which a constant exit quality was used to demarcate 

table versus unstable operation. All three maps reflect the impacts 

f both heat flux and mass velocity on stability, and show increas- 

ng the heat flux and/or decreasing the mass velocity (which in- 

rease exit quality) tend to promote instability. But it should be 

oted that each map provides good agreement with the individual 

tudy’s relatively narrow data range; these maps are therefore not 

niversally applicable to other fluids or broad ranges of operating 

onditions. 

Another method to mitigating PCI is geometrical modification 

f the micro-channels. For example, Wang et al . [49] found insta- 

ilities could be suppressed by incorporating an orifice at the inlet 

o each channel in order to restrict the heat sink’s inlet flow. An- 

ther example is use of diverging or expanding channels, which 

educe instabilities by encouraging forward flow while increasing 

esistance to backflow [20] . 

Lee et al . [54] constructed a rather simple physical model to 

redict the onset of instability. The model incorporates an ‘Insta- 

ility Parameter’ R defined as ratio of force acting backward on a 

ubble to the that acting forward. A value of R above unity implies 

he backward force exceeds the forward, and the flow is unstable. 

hough this model was developed for a single channel, it is ap- 

licable to multiple parallel channels as well as allows including 

he effects of inlet orifices and expanding channels, which both in- 

rease forward forces. 

For more detailed background on different types of flow insta- 

ility as well as mitigation methods, the reader should consult the 

ecent comprehensive review article by O’Neill and Mudawar [55] . 

.5. Objectives of present study 

The present study is an experimental investigation into two- 

hase flow instabilities, including DWO and PCI, in a copper micro- 

hannel heat sink having 38 straight rectangular channels with a 

ydraulic diameter of 316 μm and large length-to-diameter ratio 

sing FC-72 as working fluid. An array of thick film resistors is sol- 

ered to the underside of the copper heat sink to provide a uni- 

orm heat flux, and interfacial instabilities are captured with the 

id of high-speed video. The effects of instabilities are assessed in 

erms of pressure fluctuations. Key objectives of the study are as 

ollows: 

1) Examine the heat sink’s inlet and outlet pressure fluctuations in 

response to changes in mass velocity and heat flux, and identify 

conditions corresponding to initiation of DWO and PCI. 
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2) Use high speed video to explore any cyclical trends of PCI in 

the form of different subgroups of channels producing different 

backflow patterns. 

3) Explore how heat sink flow instabilities are felt in other parts 

of the flow loop. 

4) Explore implementation of different types of stability maps in 

terms of ability to demarcate stable versus unstable flows. 

. Experimental methods 

.1. Flow boiling module 

The main test module containing the micro-channel heat sink is 

esigned to facilitate pressure and temperature measurements and 

igh-speed video capture of interfacial behavior in multiple chan- 

els. As shown in the test module’s exploded view in Fig. 1 (a), 38

arallel micro-channels are machined into the 20-mm × 90-mm 

 W × L ) top surface of an oxygen-free copper slab. Each micro- 

hannel has a 203-μm × 713-μm ( W ch × H ch ) cross-section, and 

all thickness between micro-channels is 254 μm. The distance 

etween the bottom surface of the copper slab, where heating 

s applied, and bottom surfaces of the micro-channels is 3.713 

m. The copper slab is inserted into an insulating G-10 fiberglass 

lastic housing featuring inlet and outlet plenums shared by all 

he micro-channels. Smooth flow within the plenums and micro- 

hannels is ensured with the aid of 90-degree circular ramps end- 

ng flush with the bottom surfaces of the micro-channels. Another 

-10 insulating layer is used to support the copper block’s under- 

ide to guard against heat loss. A transparent cover plate made 

rom polycarbonate plastic (Lexan) closes off the tops of the micro- 

hannels, providing optical access to the flow within the micro- 

hannels. An o-ring is inserted in a groove milled around the 

erimeter of the copper slab to prevent fluid leaks. Another o-ring 

s used to prevent leaks between the G-10 housing and the cover 

late. A bottom aluminum plate supports all parts of the test mod- 

le. The individual parts and the aluminum plate are clamped to- 

ether by threaded rods and round nuts. Pressure and temperature 

re measured in both the inlet and outlet plenums of the module. 

Fig. 1 (b) shows heating details along the underside of the cop- 

er block. The heat is provided by a 3 × 7 array of 169- Ω , 5.2-

m wide by 11.6-mm long thick-film resistors that are soldered to 

opper slab. All resistors are connected in parallel and powered by 

 single variable voltage source to ensure uniform heat flux. Lo- 

al temperatures of the copper slab are measured by 32 of E-type 

hermocouples inserted into holes between the resistors according 

o the layout shown in Fig. 1 (c). The thermocouples are secured 

n the holes by first depositing thermally conductive epoxy to en- 

ure good thermal contact, followed by application of another high 

trength epoxy to hold the thermocouple wires firmly in place. 

.2. Fluid conditioning loop 

Desired operating conditions of the boiling module are accom- 

lished with the aid of a two-phase conditioning loop illustrated 

chematically in Fig. 2 (a). The working fluid used is FC-72, which 

s dielectric, and both thermally and chemically stable. A mem- 

rane contactor is installed in a bypath branch of the loop to de- 

as the FC-72 prior to performing any tests. In the main loop, the 

C-72 is circulated with the aid of a variable-speed magnetic drive 

ear pump. The flow passes through a 10-micron filter and a tur- 

ine flowmeter before entering a preheater that regulates the fluid 

ubcooling before it enters the flow boiling module. The preheater 

ontains a 1500-W electric heater, which is controlled by a vari- 

ble voltage transformer, and features helical-coiled stainless-steel 

ubes for the fluid flow. A stable reference pressure point for the 

oop is provided by an accumulator situated upstream of the heat 
4 
xchanger. This device contains flexible metal bellows that com- 

ensate for expansion or contraction of the working fluid through- 

ut the loop while maintaining the set pressure by a controlled 

itrogen gas charge. Situated downstream of the accumulator is an 

ir-cooled heat exchanger which cools the FC-72 further prior to 

e-entering the pump. Fig. 2 (b) shows an image of the entire test 

acility and a closeup image of the test module. 

.3. Instrumentation and measurement accuracy 

Flow visualization of the boiling flow in the micro-channels is 

ade possible through the test module’s transparent cover plate 

sing a Photron Fastcam Ultima APX high-speed camera system 

apable of shutter speeds up to 1/120,0 0 0 s. The camera is fit- 

ed with a Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105-mm f/8D autofocus lens to 

chieve the high magnification required to capture micro-scaled in- 

erfacial features of interest. Both fiber optic and high-density LED 

ight sources enable desired shutter speeds up to 15,0 0 0 fps neces- 

ary to capture flow boiling behavior at the highest mass velocity 

ested. The video is recorded for six axial sections of the channels: 

 mm for each of the channel inlets and outlets (along with corre- 

ponding plenum for each), and 18 mm for the remaining portions. 

As described above, 32 thermocouples are used to measure 

eated wall temperatures of the test module, in addition to a ther- 

ocouple for fluid temperature measurement in each of the inlet 

nd outlet plenums; all 34 thermocouples are of E-type and pos- 

ess an accuracy of ±0.4 °C. Other thermocouples are used for tem- 

erature measurements throughout the flow loop. They include a 

0.6 °C accuracy K-type thermocouple embedded in the circulation 

reheater, and several ±0.45 °C accuracy T-type thermocouples in- 

erted at the heat exchanger inlet, flow line between the pump and 

lter, and at the preheater’s inlet. 

Pressures are measured using ±0.06% accuracy Honeywell STJE 

ressure transducers, which are installed in the test module’s in- 

et and outlet plenums, accumulator junction, heat exchanger in- 

et, and inlet and outlet of both the pump and preheater. Flow rate 

easurements are made using a turbine flow meter having an ac- 

uracy of ±0.1%. And, heat input is obtained from current mea- 

urements using a ±0.3 W FLUKE i400 multimeter. Data through- 

ut the system are acquired using an NI SCXI-10 0 0 system con- 

rolled by a LabVIEW code. Signals from the thermocouples, pres- 

ure transducers, flow meter, and multimeter are sampled at 200 

z, allowing for high fidelity transient analysis of signals, which is 

mportant to investigating two-phase flow instabilities. Using the 

oot sum square method, the uncertainties propagated in the cal- 

ulation of pressure drop and inlet vapor quality (for 15 °C subcool- 

ng) are 0.027% and 0.071%, respectively. 

Determining the heat flux supplied to the coolant and the 

mount of heat loss to the ambient is certainly a concern when 

resenting two-phase heat transfer data. Despite the high con- 

ective heat transfer coefficient in micro-channels, relatively small 

etted area compared to overall surface area of the copper heat 

ink does warrant careful assessment of the heat loss. One compli- 

ating factor in this calculation is that the heat loss cannot be cal- 

ulated by comparing the rise in the fluid’s sensible energy (which 

s determined from temperature measurements) to electric power 

nput, given the important contribution of latent heat. Thus, an al- 

ernative systematic method is used. 

The method used is one adopted in earlier PU-BTPFL studies. 

etermining the heat loss involves an iterative calculation scheme. 

n the first iteration, heat transfer coefficient and wall temperature 

re calculated at axial locations of thermocouples using fin analy- 

is and assumption of 1-D conduction inside the copper heat sink. 

nitial heat loss value is calculated by comparing the fluid’s sensi- 

le heat rise and the power input. A finite element model is con- 

tructed for the entire test module, including housing, cover plate, 
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Fig. 1. (a) Exploded view of micro-channel module and key dimensions of flow channel, and layout of (b) thick-film resistors, and (c) thermocouples along underside of 

copper slab. 

5 
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Fig. 2. (a) Flow loop schematic. (b) Images of test facility and flow boiling module. 
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nd insulation, which also accounts for external natural convection. 

veraged heat transfer coefficient, wall temperature, and fluid tem- 

erature values are adopted in boundary conditions in the finite 

lement model to estimate the heat loss. In the second iteration, 

n updated value for power input is used after deducting heat loss 

rom the total input. With the updated power input, new averages 

f heat transfer coefficient, wall temperature, and fluid tempera- 

ure are used in the finite element model to calculate an updated 

alue for the heat loss. Further iterations are attempted until con- 

ergence is achieved in the estimated heat loss. 

.4. Operating conditions and test procedure 

Operating conditions for the study are as follow: test mod- 

le’s inlet pressures of P in = 127 – 255 kPa, inlet temperatures of 

 in = 49.8 – 70.4 °C, inlet subcoolings of �T sub,in = 12.8 – 18.0 °C, 

ass velocities of G = 171.2 – 1124 kg/m 

2 s, inlet thermodynamic 

quilibrium qualities of x e,in = -0.29 – -0.14, and outlet thermody- 

amic equilibrium qualities of x e,out = -0.13 – 0.84. Note that neg- 

tive inlet qualities indicate subcooled inlet conditions, where x e,in 
6 
s determined from 

 e,in = 

P w r PH − ˙ m c p, f ( T sat,in − T PH,in ) 

˙ m h f g 

, (1) 

ith Pwr PH , ˙ m , T sat,in and T PH,in representing power input to the 

reheater, mass flow rate, saturation temperature corresponding to 

nlet pressure, and measured preheater inlet temperature, respec- 

ively. The outlet quality is calculated by applying an energy bal- 

nce to the entire module. 

 e,out = x e,in + 

Q 

˙ m h f g 

, (2) 

here Q is power input to the test module. Operating conditions 

or each case tested are summarized in Table 1 . 

A systematic operating procedure is adopted for all the exper- 

ments. Tests are initiated by setting pump speed and preheater 

ower to achieve the desired test module’s inlet conditions. After 

onfirming that temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate signals 

n LabVIEW have reached steady state, electrical power input to the 

hick-film resistors is initiated to heat up the test module’s cop- 

er slab. The power input (and therefore heat flux) is increased in 

mall increments and copper slab temperatures are monitored to 
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Table 1 

Operating conditions of study. 

G (kg/m 

2 s) q" (W/m 

2 ) x e,in x e,out �T sub,in ( °C) P in (kPa) 

Number of data 

points (98 total) 

183.75 3741 ~ 38,588 -0.179 ~ -0.262 -0.101 ~ - 0.637 13.32 ~ 16.35 127.71 ~ 154.28 10 

271.18 4499 ~ 72,065 -0.176 ~ -0.292 -0.105 ~ 0.769 12.87 ~ 17.97 129.91 ~ 181.49 10 

363.20 7488 ~ 92,800 -0.162 ~ -0.273 -0.077 ~ 0.837 13.32 ~ 16.04 130.67 ~ 201.11 9 

451.75 5618 ~ 114,031 -0.151 ~ -0.237 -0.102 ~ 0.847 13.30 ~ 16.56 127.98 ~ 220.26 11 

545.53 8070 ~ 125,906 -0.147 ~ -0.237 -0.091 ~ 0.753 13.15 ~ 16.78 127.90 ~ 232.26 13 

635.24 9335 ~ 130,426 -0.159 ~ -0.252 -0.99 ~ 0.681 13.72 ~ 17.20 136.36 ~ 247.19 12 

731.44 9735 ~132,231 -0.155 ~ -0.255 -0.102 ~ 0.512 13.25 ~ 18.00 140.05 ~ 234.54 11 

901.54 10,029 ~ 141,774 -0.170 ~ -0.246 -0.132 ~ 0.434 13.64 ~ 17.37 143.68 ~ 255.93 10 

1090.10 9972 ~ 131,655 -0.169 ~ -0.264 -0.136 ~ 0.263 13.72 ~ 17.46 144.50 ~ 241.72 12 
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Fig. 3. Variations of pressure drop across micro-channel test module with heat flux 

for different mass velocities. 
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etermine when steady state is achieved. An important step in ev- 

ry test is to monitor and adjust mass flow rate and inlet subcool- 

ng once two-phase flow instabilities are observed in the micro- 

hannels. It is clearly noticed both mass flow rate and inlet sub- 

ooling decrease and therefore must be readjusted once even mi- 

or instabilities occur. Given the difficulty maintaining the desired 

ow rate and a constant subcooling of ~15 °C following commence- 

ent of two-phase instabilities, the pump speed and preheater 

ower are readjusted only when the flow rate and subcooling vary 

y more than ±10% and ±3 °C, respectively. However, the same pa- 

ameters could no longer be maintained once the system becomes 

ighly unstable due to severe instabilities. Data are recorded for 

round 20 minutes following each power increment. Operation is 

eemed quasi-steady once the pressure and flow rate fluctuations 

re brought to within a small range and the fluctuation character- 

stics (amplitude and frequency) maintained for a period of at least 

 minutes. The quasi-steady state is confirmed by linear curve fit- 

ing of data, with a slope value of ~10 -3 used as criterion. The same

s further confirmed by showing that amplitude and frequency of 

nstabilities (obtained using FFT) are also maintained for the quasi- 

teady state period. The tests proceed with further increments of 

eat input until wall temperatures reach ~110 °C, at which point 

he power is turned off to avoid thermal damage to the test mod- 

le’s transparent cover plate. 

. Experimental results 

.1. Temporal records of test module’s inlet and outlet pressures 

Fig. 3 shows variations of pressure drop, measured between the 

est module’s inlet and outlet plenums, with heat flux for a broad 

ange of mass velocities and a fairly constant inlet subcooling of 

15 °C. The pressure drop values shown are averaged with respect 

o time after quasi-steady state is achieved, as described earlier. 

he curve corresponding to a given mass velocity is fairly flat for 

nly a very small heat flux range, indicative of single-phase liquid 

ow, before increasing appreciably with increasing heat flux in the 

wo-phase region because of increases in both friction and accel- 

ration with increasing quality. Notice, however, that the pressure 

rop decreases with increasing mass velocity for a fixed heat flux. 

his is mostly the result of the corresponding decrease in quality. 

Fig. 4 shows variations of temporal records of the test module’s 

nlet and outlet pressures with increasing heat flux for four differ- 

nt mass velocities. Records are shown for a period of 200 seconds 

fter reaching quasi-steady operation. It is important to note that 

he records in Fig. 4 for the two lower mass velocities of G = 183.7

nd 451.7 kg/m 

2 s correspond to two-phase subcooled boiling. On 

he other hand, the records for G = 731.4 kg/m 

2 s show a transi-

ion from single-phase liquid flow to subcooled boiling occurring 

fter the first heat flux increment, while those for the highest mass 
7 
elocities of G = 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s correspond to single-phase liquid 

ow over the upstream portion of the channel length, followed by 

ubcooled boiling downstream, albeit with far less vapor genera- 

ion than the other mass velocity cases. It is important to recall 

hat pump speed is adjusted between heat flux increments to com- 

ensate for the reduction in flow rate after boiling is initiated. 

Readily evident from Fig. 4 are several important trends. Look- 

ng first at the highest mass velocity case, G = 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s, both

nlet and outlet pressures are shown increasing with increasing 

eat flux, with the increase more substantial for inlet pressure and 

ilder for outlet. On the other hand, the three lower mass velocity 

ases, G = 731.4, 451.7 and 183.7 kg/m 

2 s, corresponding to sub- 

ooled boiling, show substantial increases in inlet pressure with 

ncreasing heat flux, while outlet pressure remains comparatively 

nchanged. Another important feature of the temporal records is 

he relatively mild increase in inlet pressure oscillations with in- 

reasing heat flux for G = 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s, followed by somewhat 

tronger oscillations for G = 731.4 kg/m 

2 s, and more substantial 

scillations for G = 451.7 and 183.7 kg/m 

2 s. Notice also that oscil- 

ations of the outlet pressure are comparatively minor for all heat 

uxes and all four mass velocities. The largest magnitude of inlet 

ressure fluctuation in Fig. 4 is ~38 kPa, which corresponds to the 

ighest heat flux for G = 183.7 kg/m 

2 s. This level of fluctuation 

s obviously quite concerning when considering implementation of 

wo-phase micro-channel heat sinks for thermal management of 

igh flux devices. 
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Fig. 4. Variations of temporal records of test module’s inlet and outlet pressures with heat flux for mass velocities of G = 183.7, 451.7, 731.4 and 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s. 
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.2. Flow visualization results and frequency analysis of pressure 

scillations 

In prior works ( e.g., [ 44 , 53 , 56 ]), several parameters were iden-

ified as responsible for initiating flow and pressure oscillations in 

wo-phase micro-channel heat sinks, and both DWO and PCI noted 

s main forms instability. DWO takes the form of cyclical passage 

f high-density fluid (mostly liquid) and low-density fluid (mostly 

apor) along the channel, and can occur in both macro- and micro- 

hannels as well as both single and parallel channels [55] . In a 

acro-channel, DWO is manifest by pressure oscillations resulting 
e

8 
rom differences in pressure drop between the high-density and 

ow-density portions of the flow channel. While the same is true 

or a micro-channel, DWO is also the outcome of vapor bubble 

onfinement, which is governed by Confinement number, 

o = 

√ 

σ
g ( ρ f −ρg ) 

D h 

, (3) 

hich is essentially the ratio of Capillary Length (which is propor- 

ional to the Taylor Wavelength) to the channel’s hydraulic diam- 

ter D . In general, a flow channel can be classified as a micro- 
h 
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Fig. 5. (a) Sequential images of interfacial behavior along an upstream portion of 

single channel centered at z = 18 mm with individual images separated by 2 ms , 

and (b) plot of pressure drop oscillation amplitude versus frequency for same oper- 

ating conditions. 
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hannel where the Confinement Number, Co , is greater than unity 

39] . With a Co ~ 2.15 for all operating conditions of the present 

tudy, the heat sink used clearly conforms to the micro-channel 

lassification, where bubbles are large enough to span the entire 

idth of the channel and therefore cause appreciable displacement 

o the motion of surrounding liquid. 

Fig. 5 (a) depicts, for G = 456.71 kg/m 

2 s and q" = 27,399 W/m 

2 ,

equential images of interfacial behavior along an upstream por- 

ion of a single channel centered at z = 18 mm. With individual 

mages separated by 2 ms, the sequence enables tracking the flow 

nomalies and DWO along the channel. Shown are small bubbles 

enerated along one of the channel walls detaching and quickly 

rowing to the size of the channel. Most of the bubbles pass along 

he flow direction, eventually merging together and culminating 

n annular flow with intermittent dryout downstream (beyond the 

pan of the images shown). However, as indicated by small arrows 

n Fig. 5 (a), a few bubbles manage to grow to the channel size

ore rapidly than others, causing blockage of the liquid flow fol- 

owed by flow stagnation and eventual backflow. The stagnation 

s evident from the smaller surrounding bubbles ceasing to move. 

his stagnation can cause instantaneous imbalance of mass con- 

ervation between the channel’s inlet and outlet, a manifestation 

f DWO. Next, the large bubbles, confined from further growth 
9 
ithin the channel’s cross section, begin to grow longer axially. 

otice in Fig. 5 (a) how this growth begins to displace the upstream 

uid upstream and downstream fluid downstream. The upstream 

rowth helps explain the phenomena of flow reversal and even 

apor backflow into the inlet plenum often observed in micro- 

hannels [57] . 

Flow boiling instabilities in micro-channels are inherently as- 

ociated with cyclical pressure fluctuations. To better characterize 

hese periodic changes, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied 

o the heat sink’s pressure drop using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

lgorithm in Matlab. This procedure is applied with a sampling fre- 

uency of 200 Hz, and spectral analysis is performed over a 60-s 

uration. As shown in the plot of oscillation amplitude of pres- 

ure drop versus frequency for the indicated operating conditions, 

ig. 5 (b), the maximum amplitude of is below 0.1 kPa and domi- 

ant frequencies range from 1 to 10 Hz. This demonstrates DWO is 

ot associated with a distinct amplitude nor a single frequency. 

This may be explained by the fact instabilities in micro-channel 

eat sinks are further complicated by interactions between par- 

llel channels, a manifestation of PCI. In the present study, it is 

ound two key parameters have the most impact on PCI: mass ve- 

ocity and heat flux. The influence of these parameters is observed 

n both amplitude and frequency of inlet pressure oscillations. To 

etter characterize these effects, an FFT is applied to inlet pres- 

ure data over a period of 60 s. Fig.s 6 shows FFT results for three

ass velocities and q" = 34,918 – 38,809 W/m 

2 , 68,471 – 72,065 

/m 

2 and 92,801 – 117,064 W/m 

2 . In Fig. 6 (a), corresponding to 

he lowest heat flux range, only the lowest mass velocity case, G 

 178.5 kg/m 

2 s, experiences severe fluctuations, with highest am- 

litudes encountered at two dominant frequencies, ~4 Hz and ~11 

z. Notice the appreciable reduction in fluctuation amplitude with 

ncreasing mass flow velocity. For the intermediate mass velocity 

f G = 553.7 kg/m 

2 s, only small amplitude fluctuations exist across 

 broad spread of frequencies. These weak fluctuations are at- 

ributed to less severe, more random fluctuations in the vapor flow. 

ig. 6 (b) shows vapor backflow to the inlet plenum is quite pro- 

ounced for G = 178.5 kg/m 

2 s but comparatively mild for G = 553.7

g/m 

2 s. Moreover, the vapor backflow for G = 178.5 kg/m 

2 s encom- 

asses a large number of channels concurrently and vapor occupies 

 large portion of the inlet plenum while, for G = 553.7 kg/m 

2 s,

he backflow is mild, and vapor occupies only a small portion of 

he inlet plenum. This backflow occurrence in some channels but 

ot others is a clear manifestation of PCI. Fig. 6 (a) also shows the 

ighest mass velocity of G = 924.6 kg/m 

2 s fully suppresses fluc- 

uations and therefore PCI as well. Overall, increased suppression 

f inlet pressure fluctuations with increasing mass velocity can be 

ttributed to increasing liquid flow inertia both decreasing the rate 

f vapor generation and resisting the vapor backflow. 

Unlike the lowest heat flux case of q" = 34,918 – 38,809 W/m 

2 

resented in Fig. 6 (a), both Fig. 6 (c) ( q" = 68,471 – 72,065 W/m 

2 )

nd Fig. 6 (d) ( q" = 92,801 – 117,064 W/m 

2 ) show a single dom-

nant frequency for the lowest flow rate. These higher heat flux 

ases also show pressure fluctuations are quite noticeable for the 

ntermediate mass velocity but greatly suppressed at the highest 

ass velocity. But, like the lowest heat flux case, the two higher 

eat flux cases are both associated with strong simultaneous back- 

ow from a large number of channels and vapor occupying a large 

ortion of the inlet plenum. 

Further examination of the vapor backflow to the inlet plenum 

or q" = 34,918 – 38,809 W/m 

2 and lowest mass velocity of G 

 178.5 kg/m 

2 s provides additional useful information concerning 

oth the backflow pattern and flow maldistribution among chan- 

els. Fig. 7 (a) shows sequential images of the vapor backflow. No- 

ice in the first two rows of images the vapor backflow alternating 

etween about the upper half of the channels and lower half (all 

hannels actually lie in the same horizontal plane during experi- 
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Fig. 6. (a) Spectral results for inlet pressure oscillations over a 60-s period for q ′′ = 34,918-38,809 W/m 

2 and (b) corresponding vapor backflow patterns for two mass 

velocities, and spectral results for (c) q ′′ = 68,471-72,065 W/m 

2 and (d) q ′′ = 92,801-117,064 W/m 
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ents), a clear manifestation of PCI. As discussed earlier in rela- 

ion to Fig. 5 (a), intense vapor generation and rapid bubble growth 

ncrease flow resistance and likelihood of vapor backflow to the 

nlet plenum. The backflow also increases pressure inside the in- 

et plenum. Because of PCI, there is maldistribution in the amount 

f vapor generated and therefore pressure drop between the up- 

er versus lower channels. Having pressure in the inlet plenum 

ust increase, the liquid-vapor mixture for the lower pressure drop 

 i.e., higher liquid content) half of channels is pushed momentarily 

ownstream. For the same upper channels, the sudden increase in 

ow rate decreases the amount vapor produced, decreasing their 

ressure drop compared the lower half. The high inlet plenum 

ressure now pushes the flow downstream in the lower half. Over- 

ll, this behavior is indicative of rather cyclical changes in flow pat- 

ern between different combinations of channels. It must be em- 

hasized this behavior is not always limited to the upper versus 

ower half. As depicted in the two lower rows of Fig. 7 (a), the back-

ow can also be more pronounced for the middle channels, mean- 
10 
ng the maldistribution is now between the middle channels on 

ne hand and both upper and lower channels on the other. These 

re instances of pronounced vapor backflow leading to momentary 

apor stagnation in the inlet plenum. 

It should be noted that, due to the dynamic nature of the in- 

tability, the amount of vapor and group of channels experiencing 

ackflow are not uniform. This is observed in images in the two 

ower rows. For example, at t 10 , a large amount of stagnant vapor is 

resent in the inlet plenum due to backflow from the middle chan- 

els. At t 11 , vapor from the previous image is beginning to exit the 

lenum mostly through the upper channels. At t 12 , there is further 

aldistribution among smaller groups of channels. 

Fig. 7 (b) summarizes these observations in terms of (i) which 

roup of channels incurs backflow at a given instant and (ii) 

requency of backflow and/or stagnation (the latter associated 

ostly with backflow from the central channels). The first three 

olumns indicate number of occurrences of each type of back- 

ow corresponding to times associated with the individual images 
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Fig. 7. (a) Sequential images of inlet plenum during vapor backflow for G = 178.5 

kg/m 

2 s and q” = 38,588 W/m 

2 . (b) Tabulated values indicating number of occur- 

rences for each type of backflow, time between occurrence of like backflow types, 

and corresponding frequency. 
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Fig. 8. Spectral results for inlet pressure oscillations over a 6—s period for (a) 

G = 264.3-281.1 kg/m 

2 s, (b) G = 537.8-568.6 kg/m 

2 s, and (c) G = 881.2-924.6 

kg/m 

2 s. 

h

c

b

f

r

t

n Fig. 7 (a). The �t column indicates the period between similar 

ypes of backflow (upper channels backflow, lower channels back- 

ow, or middle channels vapor stagnation). While the frequencies 

re not perfectly uniform for each event, two distinct ranges are 

uite apparent. The first is an upper frequency range associated 

ith vapor backflow in the upper and lower channels, which is 

onsistent with the higher of the two dominant frequencies cap- 

ured in Fig. 6 (a), ~ 11 Hz. The second is a lower frequency range

ssociated with vapor stagnation in the inlet plenum, which is 

omparable to the lower of the two dominant frequencies, ~ 4 Hz, 

rom Fig. 6 (a). These findings point to strong correspondence be- 

ween observed vapor backflow patterns and peak frequencies cap- 

ured from the FFT of inlet pressure. 

Figs 8 (a) – 8(c) provides results of FFT analysis of inlet pres- 

ure signals over a 60-s period segregated, respectively, with re- 

pect to three narrow ranges of mass velocity, G = 264.3 – 281.1 

g/m 

2 s, G = 537.8 – 568.6 kg/m 

2 s, and G = 881.2 – 924.6 kg/m 

2 s.

s expected, Fig. 8 (a), corresponding to the lowest mass velocity, 

xhibits the largest fluctuation amplitude, and therefore strongest 

CI effects, followed in turn, by Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 8 (c). There are

lso appreciable changes to the amplitude-frequency plots with in- 

reasing heat flux for each mass velocity. Notice how Fig. 8 (a) ex- 
11 
ibits significant fluctuation even at the lowest heat flux. And, in- 

reasing the heat flux simultaneously increases the amplitude and 

roadens the frequency range. At the highest heat flux, a dominant 

requency of ~6 Hz is observed, albeit with an expanded frequency 

ange. In Fig. 8 (b), corresponding to the middle mass velocity, the 

op (lowest heat flux) plot shows no notable fluctuation, indicat- 
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Fig. 9. (a) Schematics of forces acting on an elongated bubble. (b) Variations of Instability Parameter along the channel length for different heat fluxes, shown for G = 183.75 

and 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s. (c) Variation of Instability Parameter with mass velocity for different heat fluxes. 
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ng PCI is not present for this combination of heat flux and mass 

elocity. However, PCI is prevalent for both the middle and high 

eat fluxes. Fig. 8 (c), which corresponds to the highest mass ve- 

ocity, reflects high suppression of fluctuations and therefore ab- 

ence of PCI. Here, the top (lowest heat flux) plot shows virtually 

o fluctuations, while the middle plot (middle heat flux) and lower 

lot (highest heat flux) show only very mild fluctuations, with the 

ighest flux also exhibiting a broadening in frequency range. Look- 

ng at all three mass velocity cases in Fig. 8 , it is evident that

ncreasing heat flux, which increases vapor generation along the 

hannels, increases both fluctuation amplitude and range of signif- 

cant frequencies. 

.3. Analysis of instability patterns 

.3.1. Instabilities within two-phase heat sink 

To quantify the micro-channel heat sink instabilities for differ- 

nt operating conditions, Instability Parameter R , proposed by Lee 

t al . [54] , is examined. This parameter is square root of the ratio

f backward evaporation momentum for an axially expanding bub- 

le, F back , to forward liquid inertia, F forward , as depicted in Fig. 9 (a),
12 
here 

 back = 

1 

ρg A 

(
1 

2 

Q 

h f g 

)2 

(4) 

nd 

 f orward = 

G 

2 A 

ρ f 

(5) 

hat is, 

 = 

√ 

F back 

F f orward 

= 

Q 

2 A h f g G 

√ 

ρ f 

ρg 
, (6) 

here Q and A are, respectively,the total rate of heat input to the 

hannel and the channel’s cross-sectional area. It is important to 

ote that this parameter is recommended only for situations in- 

olving low Bond number ( Bd = g( ρ f − ρg ) D 

2 
h 
/σ ), i.e., where there

s high likelihood for the growing elongated bubble to expend to- 

ard both ends of the channel. With Bond numbers in the present 

tudy ranging from 0.198 to 0.252, this criterion is satisfied for all 

he operating conditions. These low numbers also imply gravity 

as little influence on the flow. 
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Fig. 10. Transient pressure plots for G = ~183 kg/m2s: pressure drop between preheater outlet/pump outlet and test module inlet for of (a) q" = 30.063 kW/m2, and (b) q" = 

38.588 kW/m2, and FFTs of pump outlet and module inlet plenum pressures for (c) q" = 30.063 kW/m2, and (d) 38.588 kW/m2. 
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Fig. 9 (b) shows variations of R along the channel for G = 183.75

nd 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s, lowest and highest mass velocities examined, 

ut fairly similar values of both inlet subcooling and inlet quality. 

he local values of R are determined using property values based 

n local pressure, which is computed using the approximation of 

inear variation between the measured inlet and outlet pressures. 

ariations are shown in each plot for different heat fluxes and 

herefore different exit qualities. For a given heat flux, Fig. 9 (b) 

hows R begins to increase starting at a finite distance from the 

nlet, which corresponds to the subcooled portion of the channel. 

he increase is rapid at first because of a large increase in the 

mount of vapor generated and better opportunity for bubbles to 

row axially, crossing the instability boundary ( R = 1), or onset 

f flow instability (OFI), but slowing thereafter. And increasing the 

eat flux for a given mass velocity clearly intensifies the instabil- 

ty. Interestingly, however, local R values for a given heat flux and 

oth G = 183.75 and 1090.1 kg/m 

2 s are quite close. Fig. 9 (c) shows,

or a given heat flux, instability is suppressed with increasing mass 

elocity, an outcome of increased liquid inertia. 

.3.2. Instabilities in the two-phase loop 

The trends examined thus far point to the bubble growth rate, 

mount of vapor generated, and intensity of pressure fluctuation 

n the heat sink’s inlet plenum all increasing with decreasing mass 

elocity and increasing heat flux. Clearly, these effects could be felt 

n the two-phase loop external to the micro-channel heat sink as 

ell. As example, Figs. 10 (a) and 10(b) show pressure drop fluctu- 

tions between the preheater and inlet plenum for G ~ 183 kg/m 

2 s 
13 
ut different heat fluxes. A single fairly sinusoidal curve is domi- 

ant for q" = 30.063 kW/m 

2 while two superimposed wave forms 

re evident for q" = 38.588 kW/m 

2 ; the higher flux is also shown

o increase the fluctuation amplitude. 

These dynamic instabilities are examined at the same mass 

elocity and two heat fluxes as Figs. 10 (c) and 10(d) using FFT 

or two flow loop locations: pump outlet and test module’s inlet 

lenum. For q" = 30.063 kW/m 

2 , Fig. 10 (c) shows a single domi- 

ant frequency for the inlet plenum, and a loosely defined dom- 

nant yet slightly lower frequency for the pump outlet. However, 

or q" = 38.588 kW/m 

2 , Fig. 10 (d) shows two dominant frequen- 

ies for the inlet plenum, and the pump inlet having very similar 

esponse around the inlet plenum’s lower dominant frequency, but 

 second somewhat similar albeit degraded distribution around the 

nlet plenum’s higher dominant frequency. Comparing Figs. 10 (c) 

nd 10(d) reveals a shift to higher frequencies with increasing 

eat flux. These trends point to the difficulty completely isolating 

ressure fluctuations between the pump outlet and heat sink in- 

et. Recall, as indicated earlier and shown in Fig. 2 (a) (flow loop 

chematic), that the present study employs a throttling valve up- 

tream of the test module to help isolate such pressure effects. 

his is done in accordance with recommendations made earlier 

y Qu and Mudawar [34] to eliminate Pressure Drop Oscillation 

PDO), the most severe form of two-phase micro-channel instabil- 

ty. Clearly, DWO and PCI will always be present in the system de- 

pite the apparent ability to eliminate PDO. Notice that persistent 

ressure fluctuations at the pump outlet can compromise the abil- 
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Table 2 

Summary of prior approaches to developing stability maps for two-phase micro-channel flows. 

Authors 

Working 

fluid Module configuration 

Hydraulic 

diameter [mm] 

Criterion for 

instability 

Stability map 

coordinates Remarks 

Brutin & Tadrist [58] n-Pentane single channel 0.889 P in −P out > 1 kPa x e,out vs Re fo x e,out = N pch −N sub 

N sub : Subcooling number 

N pch : Phase change number 

Fukuda & Kobori [59] water 2 parallel channels 9.71 δ( � ˙ m ) > 0.3 × ˙ m a v g Q vs T in , K 

Q vs �T sub,in 

Inlet throttling, 

K ≡ �P/ ( 0 . 5 ρV 2 ) 

Chang & Pan [47] water 15 parallel channels 0.0863 δ( �P ) ≥ 6 kPa N sub vs N pch N sub : Subcooling number 

N pch : Phase change number 

Lee et al. [54] Water 48 parallel channels 353 R > 1 R vs Bo R : Instability Parameter 

Bo : Boiling number 
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Fig. 11. Assessment of stability maps against the present data using (a) Instability 

parameter, R, versus Boiling number, Bo. (b) Thermodynamic equilibrium quality, 

x e,out , versus liquid Reynolds number, Re fo , and (c) subcooling number, N sub , versus 

phase change number, N pch . 
ty to maintain constant flow rate and therefore endanger the reli- 

bility of the entire cooling system. 

.4. Assessment of stability maps 

In terms of judging the stable/unstable states of flow boiling, 

tability maps have traditionally been utilized using a variety of 

arameters. Such maps are generally derived from data for spe- 

ific fluids and operating conditions. Stability maps also cannot 

ccurately tackle differences between a single channel and multi- 

le parallel channels; some also cannot distinguish between static 

nd dynamic instabilities. Table 2 summarizes four different prior 

pproaches to stability map development for two-phase micro- 

hannels, including details related to fluid used, single channel or 

arallel channels, hydraulic diameter, and criterion for onset of in- 

tability. Notice how two of the maps are based on thresholds for 

ressure drop fluctuation, one on a threshold for mass flow rate 

uctuation, and one on magnitude of the Instability Parameter R 

iscussed earlier. 

In the present study, stability maps are constructed using all the 

resent data with different combinations of dimensionless groups. 

 threshold value for fluctuations in the test module’s pressure 

rop of 6 kPa (same as [47] ) is used to indicate onset of unsta-

le flow. However, it must be noted that relatively minor vapor 

ackflow into the inlet plenum from a few channels was observed 

ith fluctuations below this threshold. Overall, the flow states are 

emarcated as follows: (i) stable for fluctuations below 6 kPa, (ii) 

ransition for fluctuations below 6 kPa but with minor backflow, 

nd (iii) unstable for fluctuations above 6 kPa and with appreciable 

apor backflow. 

The stability maps are constructed using different combinations 

f six different dimensionless coordinates. Fig. 11 (a) shows a stabil- 

ty map consisting of the variation of Instability Parameter R with 

oiling number Bo ( = q" /( Gh fg )) as recommended by Lee et al. [54] .

n accordance with Eq. (6) , one focus of this map is to assess the

inearity of R with Bo . The map shows instability commences at 

o ~1.2 × 10 -3 (corresponding to R = 1). Flow states for the indi- 

idual data points are also segregated (albeit with some overlap) 

nto stable for 0 < R < 0.5, transition for 0.30 < R < 1.15, and un-

table above R = 0.9. The increased instability with increasing R 

s clearly a reflection of the intensified vaporization. Overall, this 

ap is simple to use, confirms the linearity of R relative to Bo , and

rovides fair agreement for the fluid (FC-72) and operating condi- 

ions of the present study. Its dimensionless representation points 

o the ability to tackle other fluids, operating parameters, channel 

eometries and heat sink configurations, but this obviously war- 

ants further verification in future work. 

Fig. 11 (b) shows an alternative stability map in accordance with 

ruin and Tadrist [58] , presented in the form of thermodynamic 

quilibrium quality at the module’s outlet, x e,out , versus Reynolds 

umber based on pure liquid. Bruin and Tadrist’s original map 

dentified the stability boundary by a diagonal line separating sta- 
14 
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le and unstable states based on their own data. However, the 

riginal map was developed for single channels and as such is in- 

apable of tackling instability in multiple parallel channels, which 

s dominated by PCI. Nonetheless, for the present data, the coordi- 

ates for Fig. 11 (b) do provide segregation between different states, 

here stable flow is maintained for x e,out < ~0.05, corresponding 

o subcooled flow boiling along most of the channel length, and 

ith high Re fo suppressing instability even above x e,out ~0.05, which 

s the outcome of increased liquid inertia. 

Fig. 11 (c) shows a third stability map, which is attempted using 

he coordinates of Subcooling number ( N sub ) versus Phase change 

umber ( N pch ), in accordance with Chang and Pan [46] . These pa-

ameters are defined as 

 sub = 

h f − h in 

h f g 

v g − v f 
v f 

(7) 

nd 

 pch = 

Q 

˙ m h f g 

νg − ν f 

ν f 

, (8) 

here ν is the specific volume and ˙ m the total mass flow rate. 

ith the inlet subcooling maintained fairly constant (~15 °C) for 

ll present operating conditions, N sub values for the present study 

pan a narrow range. Notice in this figure that stable flow is main- 

ained up to N pch ~20, while PCI is initiated above N pch ~32. 

. Conclusions 

This study involved experimental investigation of two-phase 

ow instabilities for FC-72 in a micro-channel heat sink contain- 

ng 38 parallel channels having a hydraulic diameter of 316 μm. By 

hrottling the flow upstream of the heat sink, serve Pressure Drop 

scillation (PDO) was virtually eliminated, allowing focus on Den- 

ity Wave Oscillation (DWO) and Parallel Channel Instability (PCI). 

he experiments were executed over a broad range of mass ve- 

ocities and a fairly constant inlet subcooling of ~15 °C. Flow in- 

tabilities were reflected in pressure fluctuations detected mostly 

n the heat sink’s upstream plenum. Both inlet pressure and pres- 

ure drop signals were analyzed in pursuit of amplitude and fre- 

uency characteristics for different mass velocities and heat fluxes. 

he spectral analysis was complemented by detailed visualization 

f interfacial features along the parallel channels using high-speed 

ideo. Key findings from the study are as follows: 

1. Appreciable confinement of bubbles in individual channels was 

shown to promote rapid axial bubble growth along the chan- 

nels, causing flow and pressure fluctuations indicative of DWO. 

These effects became more pronounced with decreasing mass 

velocity and/or increasing heat flux, where significant backflow 

to the inlet plenum was observed. 

2. There were significant variations in the amount of vapor gen- 

erated and dominant flow patterns among channels, a clear re- 

flection of PCI, especially for low mass velocities and high heat 

fluxes. And PCI was associated with different patterns of back- 

flow to the inlet plenum, where, in some instances, a group 

of channels to one side of the heat sink deposited vapor into 

the plenum, and, in other instances, channels toward the center 

of the heat sink were responsible for the backflow and caused 

momentary vapor stagnation in the plenum. The amplitude and 

frequency of PCI oscillations were accurately confirmed by im- 

ages captured with video. 

3. Despite the ability to virtually eliminate PDO, effects of the heat 

sink’s DWO and PCI were felt in other components of the flow 

loop. 

4. Parametric trends for PCI were investigated with the aid of 

three different types of stability maps based on different com- 

binations of dimensionless groups. These maps showed ability 
15 
to demarcate stable, transitional, and unstable operation, but a 

map based on variation of Instability Parameter, R , with Boiling 

number, Bo , was especially effective at capturing the observed 

instabilities. 
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